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ABSTRACT: The ability to optically manipulate spin states has
potential to enable ultrafast magnetization switching at rates that are
several orders faster than magnetic precession. However, controlling
these processes requires understanding of the site-specific charge
transfer and spin dynamics during optical excitation and subsequent
hot carrier relaxation. Nickel ferrite (NFO) is a ferrimagnetic
semiconductor with potential for ultrafast switching. Because of the
partial degree of inversion, 12 possible charge transfer excitations exist
in NFO. Using extreme ultraviolet reflection−absorption (XUV-RA)
spectroscopy to measure the Fe M-edge, Ni M-edge, and O L-edge
spectra with femtosecond time resolution reveals that 400 nm light
excites an electron transfer from O 2p valence band states to Fe 3d
conduction band states. Kinetic analysis shows that this charge transfer
state undergoes fast electron and hole polaron formation, where electrons localize to Oh Fe centers and holes localize to Oh Ni
centers. Hole polaron formation increases the crystal field splitting around Ni which drives a spin-state transition leading to a low-
spin Oh Ni

3+
final state within 0.326 ± 0.14 ps. This study reveals the mechanism of ultrafast optical spin switching in NFO and

highlights the capability of XUV spectroscopy to elucidate these dynamics with unprecedented temporal and site-specific resolution.

■ INTRODUCTION

As modern electronic devices gradually increase their operation
speed and storage requirements, there has been a push to find
faster methods to process this stored information. Magnetic
memory devices address this concern by storing information
within magnetic domain in either “up” or “down” spin states,
representing the standard logical bits of “ones” and “zeroes”.
Unfortunately, magnetic precession governs the time scale of
switching between these magnetic states, limiting the opera-
tional speeds to no faster than several picoseconds.1 This
limitation can be overcome, however, through the application
of femtosecond laser pulses, which has demonstrated subpico-
second control over the magnetization of a material.2−5 This
control has been observed in several types of ferrimagnetic
alloys containing Gd, Tb, Dy, and Ho6−8 for use in fast,
energy-efficient memory devices as well as ferromagnetic stacks
of Pt and Co.9,10 Additionally, optical control of a material’s
magnetization control has been further extended to include
semiconductor materials,11−13 including magnetic metal
oxides.14,15

One theory attempting to explain the mechanism of this
control is that changes in the magnetocrystalline anisotropy are
caused by optically induced electron transfer between
nonequivalent sites within the crystal structure.16−19 This
change in anisotropy enables control of magnetization on a

subpicosecond time scale because electron transfer and
resulting electron−phonon coupling are not limited by the
frequency of magnetic precession. Electron−phonon coupling
changes the nuclear positions and modulates magnetocrystal-
line anisotropy on the femtosecond time scale.
Ultrafast demagnetization and spin switching have been

extensively studied in metals.20−22 These studies show that
optically induced demagnetization in metals occurs via spin
heating from electron−electron scattering (<0.1 ps), which is
significantly faster than electron−phonon scattering (>1
ps).23,24 However, in magnetic oxides the mechanism may be
quite different. In semiconducting or insulating oxides,
electron−electron scattering is slower due to their much
lower electron density compared to metals.25 Additionally,
charge transfer in a polar oxide lattice results in strong
electron−phonon coupling and small polaron formation on the
subpicosecond time scale.26−28 Small polarons significantly
modify the crystal field splitting and magnetocrystalline
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anisotropy. Consequently, mechanistic understanding of
optically induced spin transitions in magnetic oxides requires
the ability to measure charge transfer and electron−phonon
scattering with site specific resolution on the femtosecond time
scale, something that has traditionally been quite challenging.
The complexity of this challenge is illustrated for the

ferrimagnetic semiconductor, nickel ferrite (NFO). NFO is a
metal-oxide semiconductor belonging to the class of spinel
ferrites and has been used in various spin-based device
app l i ca t ions . 2 9 , 3 0 I t has the chemica l fo rmula
[Ni1−x

2+Fex
3+]Td

[Nix
2+Fe2−x

3+]Oh
O4, where x represents the

degree of inversion and its crystal structure is shown in Figure
1a. NFO thermodynamically assumes an inverse spinel

structure (x = 1) indicating that Ni2+ ions populate half of
the octahedral (Oh) sites and Fe3+ ions populate the remaining
half of the Oh sites and all of the tetrahedral (Td) ones.
However, in practice, the degree of inversion may be less than
unity. For example, NFO samples studied here have a degree

of inversion of x = 0.73 as determined by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (see the Supporting Information, section 2).
Because of the incomplete inversion, a portion of the Ni2+

ions occupy Td lattice sites. Considering the photophysics of
this complex oxide, there are 12 possible optically induced
electronic transitions that could occur upon photoexcitation:
four ligand-to-metal charge-transfer (LMCT) pathways from O
2p to the four metal cations and eight metal-to-metal charge-
transfer (MMCT) transitions between the different metal
cations at both Oh and Td sites. These 12 transitions are
depicted schematically in Figure 1b with arrows indicating the
direction of electron transfer between various lattice sites.
Additionally, in the ground state of NFO both metal centers
(Fe3+ and Ni2+) are in the high-spin state with the Oh and Td
sublattices aligned antiparallel to each other.31 To discern
between these charge transfer excitations and observe the effect
on magnetocrystalline anisotropy on the ultrafast time scale
with site-specific resolution is a challenging but important goal
toward the rational design of optically switchable magnetic
materials.
One method to differentiate between these possible charge

transfer excitations is through X-ray absorption spectroscopy
(XAS), an element specific technique with the ability to probe
the oxidation state, spin configuration, and crystal field
geometry of each metal center in a complex material.32

Traditionally, XAS is limited to ∼100 ps time resolution due to
the pulse duration of X-ray light produced at third-generation
synchrotrons, making this method too slow for studies of
ultrafast optical switching. However, extreme ultraviolet
(XUV) spectroscopy based on laser-driven high-harmonic
generation (HHG) combines the element, oxidation, and spin-
state resolution of XAS with ultrafast time resolution.33−36

HHG relies on the nonlinear upconversion of femtosecond
laser light to produce a broadband XUV pulse spanning 10s to
100s of eV in photon energy. This tabletop method is ideal for
measuring the M-edges of the 3d transition metals with
femtosecond, or even attosecond, time resolution.26,37−39

Additionally, there have been several studies of t-MOKE
which benefit from the incorporation of XUV light to probe
the magnetization dynamics of materials.40−42 Our group has

Figure 1. (a) Spinel crystal structure of NFO. O sites are red, Oh
metal sites are blue, and Td metal sites are green. Note that both Oh
and Td sites can be occupied by either Fe3+ or Ni2+ because of the
partial inversion of NFO. (b) Twelve possible excitation pathways are
available to the mixed spinel structure of NFO: LMCT from O to Td
(1,2) and Oh (3,4) metal sites, MMCT to and from Oh and Td sites
(5,6 and 9,10), and MMCT between two Td (7,8) or two Oh (11,12)
sites.

Figure 2. (a) and (b) RHEED measurements demonstrating the high-quality nature of the 40 nm thick, NFO thin films. (c) Experimental ground-
state spectrum of NFO overlaid with a simulated spectrum using our semiempirical method. The stick spectra for the four atomic centers that
comprise the final simulated spectrum (red) are shown as solid (Fe3+) or dashed (Ni2+) lines.
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recently developed a reflection−absorption analogue of XUV
transient absorption that enables studies of highly crystalline
epitaxial films without limitations on sample thickness or
substrate.43 Here we utilize XUV reflection−absorption
spectroscopy to probe the site-specific dynamics in photo-
excited NFO. These results provide a clear mechanistic picture
of the photoinduced charge transfer excitation leading to an
ultrafast spin transition from Ni2+ high spin to Ni3+ low spin
within ∼0.3 ps following photoexcitation.

■ METHODS

NFO films are grown on magnesium oxide (MgO) substrates
by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) through co-evaporation of
Ni and Fe under a molecular oxygen partial pressure of ∼5 ×
10−7 Torr. Details of the growth are provided in the
Supporting Information (section 1). As shown in Figures 2a
and 2b, the reflection high-energy electron diffraction
(RHEED) from a 40 nm NFO film on MgO(001) exhibits a
streaky pattern, which is indicative of two-dimensional layer-
by-layer growth with single crystalline order. The distinct
patterns for the RHEED beam along the [100] (Figure 2a) and
[110] in-plane directions (Figure 2b) arise from the cube-on-
cube epitaxial relationship between the NFO film and MgO
substrate.
For the purposes of this study, we have performed XUV

reflection−absorption spectroscopy to simultaneously probe
the Fe and Ni M2,3-edge absorption edges for both static and
time-resolved measurements. XUV light is produced by using
tabletop high-harmonic generation with a two-color driving
field focused into a He-filled semifinite gas cell. This two-color
driving field breaks the inversion symmetry of the electric field,
enabling the generation of both even and odd harmonics,
effectively producing a white-light source over a 36−72 eV
probing range. The XUV light is focused onto the NFO
samples at 82° relative to the surface normal and optically

excited by using a 400 nm pump beam. The reflected XUV
light is spectrally separated and detected with a CCD camera.
Additional details of the experimental setup are provided in the
Supporting Information (section 3).
Taking the degree of inversion calculated by XPS, it is

possible to predict the XUV reflection−absorption spectrum at
the Fe and Ni M2,3-edges starting from a ligand-field multiplet
simulation performed by using CTM4XAS.44 This simulation
predicts the atomic multiplet structure of the metal cations in
ground (Fe3+ and Ni2+) and exited (Fe2+/4+ and Ni1+/3+)
oxidation states for both Oh and Td coordination environments.
The resulting sticks spectra representing contributions from Oh

(blue) and Td (green) centers are shown in Figure 2c, with
solid lines showing the Fe M2,3-edge spectrum and dashed lines
showing the Ni M2,3-edge spectrum. Following calculations of
the sticks spectra using CTM4XAS, the reflection−absorption
spectrum is obtained by first broadening these sticks by using a
Lorentz−Fano profile followed by Kramers−Kronig trans-
formation to convert the absorption spectrum to a complex
refractive index. Finally, the reflection−absorption spectrum is
obtained by the p-polarized Fresnel equation accounting for
surface roughness by using the Debye−Waller factor as
described previously.38 Additional details are provided in the
Supporting Information (section 4). The resulting predicted
XUV reflection−absorption spectrum is shown in Figure 2c
(red) and provides a qualitatively good match to the measured
experimental ground state (black). From this we see that the
XUV spectrum provides signatures for each of the four metal
centers present in this system: Oh Fe

3+, Td Fe
3+, Oh Ni

2+, and
Td Ni

2+. Below we show that the transient XUV spectrum is
also able to resolve between the 12 different charge-transfer
excitations possible in this material, providing a chemically
precise assignment for the photoexcited state of NFO.

Figure 3. Experimental transient XUV spectrum (black) compared to the 12 excitation pathways available in the mixed spinel phase: (a) LMCT
from O to Fe, (b) LMCT from O to Ni, (c) MMCT from Td Ni to Fe, (d) MMCT from Td Fe to Ni, (e) MMCT from Oh Ni to Fe, and (f)
MMCT from Oh Fe to Ni. (g) Schematic illustrating the electron transfer process associate with each of the simulated transitions.
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

With this groundwork in place, we can now simulate transient
XUV spectra for each of the 12 excitation pathways depicted in
Figure 1b and compare them against experimental observa-
tions. Transient spectra were measured at 20 time delays
between 0 and 5 ps. We find that while significant spectral
evolution occurs during the first 0.2 ps following photo-
excitation, the transient spectrum remains nearly constant for
time delays greater than 0.3 ps. Here we first assign the final
transient spectrum, which represents the equilibrated excited
state, taken as an average of all measured time delays greater
than 0.3 ps. Following the assignment of the site specific
oxidation and spin states from this spectrum, we then describe
the ultrafast time evolution of the spectrum to provide a clear
picture of the mechanism for ultrafast optical spin-state
switching in NFO. This experimental transient spectrum is
shown in black in Figures 3a−f for comparison to simulated
spectra of 12 possible charge transfer transitions in NFO.
Simulations of the various possible excitation pathways have
been grouped for clarity. LMCT transitions (O 2p → M 3d)
are shown in Figures 3a and 3b, MMCT transitions with the
donated electron originating at tetrahedral metal sites (Td M
3p → M 3d) are Figures 3c and 3d, and MMCT transitions
with the donated electron originating at octahedral metal sites
(Oh M 3p → M 3d) are depicted in Figures 3e and 3f.
Additionally, the left column (3a, 3c, and 3e) shows
photoexcited electrons localizing to Fe3+ reducing the metal
center to Fe2+ and oxidizing the ligand or Ni2+ centers to either
O1− or Ni3+, respectively. The right column (3b, 3d, and 3f)
shows photoexcited electrons localizing to Ni2+ reducing it to
Ni1+ and oxidizing either the ligand or Fe3+ to O1− or Fe4+,
respectively. Finally, diagrams depicting the charge-transfer
transitions associated with each of the simulated transient
spectrum are displayed to the right of the spectra (Figure 3g).
In this schematic, blue spheres represent Oh metal centers,
green spheres represent Td metal centers, and red spheres
represent O2− anions. Note that Oh and Td metal centers can
be either Fe3+ or Ni2+ because of the partial inversion.

The same experimental transient spectrum is shown in each
panel in black for comparison with the various simulated
transients. Starting with the LMCT transitions (Figures 3a and
3b), it can clearly be seen that these do not agree well with
experimental findings because the experimental spectrum
displays features at both the Fe- and Ni-edges. This implies
that the spectral signature at time delays greater than 0.3 ps
resembles a MMCT transition state, and this is consistent with
previous experiments on CFO.45 Additionally, reduction of
Fe3+ is predicted to result in an excited-state absorption peak at
53 eV and a ground-state bleach at 55 eV27 which can be seen
in Figure 3a. This agrees well with the experimental spectra.
However, the reduction of Ni2+ depicted in Figure 3b is
predicted to result in two ground-state bleaches at 63 and 68
eV and an excited-state absorption at 66 eV,46 which are not
observed in the experimental spectra. This indicates that
electron transfer occurs from a Ni2+ site to an Fe3+ upon 400
nm optical excitation of NFO, and this conclusion allows us to
eliminate the other four excited states from the right column
(Figures 3d and 3f). The remaining four possible transitions
are an electron transfer from Td Ni or Oh Ni sites to either Td
Fe or Oh Fe centers depicted in Figures 3c and 3e, respectively.
Of these possible MMCT transitions, excitation from Td Ni
centers represent a poor fit to the experiment as both the
simulated bleach and excited-state absorption features resulting
from oxidation of Ni2+ are ∼1 eV red-shifted from those seen
in the experimental spectrum at 65 and 70 eV. The last two
transitions agree well with experimental results in the relative
intensity of observed spectral features as well as having the
proper energy positions for the excited-state absorption and
bleach features at both the Fe- and Ni-edges. There is a subtle
difference between the Oh Ni → Oh Fe and Oh Ni → Td Fe
spectra in that a small shoulder is present at 51 eV for Oh Fe
which is seen in the experimental spectrum. Additionally, the
through-space coupling distance for an Oh → Oh transition in
the spinel structure is significantly shorter (∼2.8 Å) than an Oh
→ Td transition (∼3.3 Å). From this we hypothesize that
photoexcitation of NFO primarily results in a MMCT
transition whereby electrons from Oh Ni sites transfer to Oh
Fe sites, reducing Fe and oxidizing Ni metal centers.

Figure 4. (a) Experimental transient XUV spectrum (black) compared to the four possible excited-state spin configurations following a MMCT
transition from Oh Ni to Oh Fe: LS Ni and HS Fe (red), HS Ni and HS Fe (green), LS Ni and LS Fe (blue), HS Ni and LS Fe (purple). (b) Orbital
diagrams of the possible electron spin configurations for HS/LS Fe2+ and Ni3+ included in each of the simulations.
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Above we have assigned the element-specific oxidation-state
changes associated with the photoinduced charge transfer
excitation of NFO. We now consider the possibility that this
charge transfer transition induces a spin transition at either the
Fe or Ni centers. The MMCT excitation results in a Fe2+/Ni3+

final state, which can exist in four possible spin configurations:
LS Ni3+/ HS Fe2+, HS Ni3+/ HS Fe2+, LS Ni3+/ LS Fe2+, and
HS Ni3+/ LS Fe2+. Simulated transient spectra of these possible
spin states are shown in Figure 4a for comparison to the
experimental transient spectrum. Also shown are the excited-
state electron configurations for HS/LS Fe2+ and Ni3+

associated with these spin-state configurations (Figure 4b).
The simulated spectra representing LS Fe (Figure 4a, blue

and purple) represent a poor fit to the experiment possessing
only a bleach in the Fe M-edge at 55 eV and no excited-state
absorption feature as is present in the experimental spectrum at
53 eV. This allows us to eliminate LS Fe2+ from the possible
spin configurations. Considering the Ni M-edge region, while
both of these spectra show a ground-state bleach at 65 eV, the
excited-state absorption seen in the HS Ni → HS Fe
simulation (green) at 68 eV is red-shifted from the observed
feature in the experimental spectrum but is properly captured
in the LS Ni→ HS Fe simulation (red). It is important to note
that the observed formation of LS Oh Ni

3+ cannot be obtained
through a MMCT due to the ferromagnetic alignment between
the Fe and Ni Oh sites in NFO. From this analysis, we
hypothesize that photoexcited NFO thin films localize to a LS
Oh Ni → HS Oh Fe MMCT state and undergo a spin-state
transition from native Ni HS to LS on the ultrafast time scale.
Considering the mechanism for ultrafast spin relaxation,

following optical excitation hot carriers relax rapidly via
carrier−phonon scattering. This serves to decrease the
population of electrons and holes due to fast equilibration
with optical phonons. The time constant for optical phonon
scattering in metal oxides has been reported to be faster than
40 fs.26,47 Following the creation of a hot phonon population,

these optical phonons couple to free carriers to produce self-
trapped charges in the form of small polarons. Reported time
constants for polaron formation are in the order of several
hundred femtoseconds.26,27,47 Polarons can be classified as
large or small, depending on the extent of carrier localization
with respect to the size of the unit cell. Recent XUV
measurements have shown that in the transition metal oxides
Fe2O3, Co3O4, and NiO free carriers form small polarons with
a radius on the order of a single M−O bond length, indicating
near single site localization in these materials.48

Small polarons can stabilize both electron and holes. While
electron polarons are commonly observed in transition metal
oxides, hole polarons tend to form when the positive charge is
localized to metal 3d states having a lower dispersion
compared to O 2p valence band states.49,50 In NFO, the
valence band maximum consists primarily of filled Ni 3d
states.51 While initial optical excitation with 400 nm light has
sufficient energy to promote an electron from the lower lying
O 2p valence band states to the conduction band, carrier−
phonon scattering will result in hole thermalization to Ni 3d
states at the valence band maximum, indicating that both
electron and hole polaron formation are expected in NFO.
To address the mechanism of spin crossover, we consider

the change in local crystal field splitting induced by polaron
formation. Electron polaron formation results from reduction
of Fe3+ to Fe2+, leading to reduced electrostatic attraction
between the Fe center and its negatively charge O ligands. This
creates a lattice distortion that can be characterized as an
expansion of the Fe−O bond and leads to decreased crystal
field splitting. This decrease in the crystal field splitting would
stabilize the already high-spin nature of Fe in the excited state,
consistent with experimental observation (Figure 4). In
contrast, hole polaron formation results from oxidation of
Ni2+ to Ni3+. By similar logic, this would result in contraction
of the Ni−O bond length and an increase in the excited-state
crystal field splitting. This increased crystal field splitting could

Figure 5. (a) Transient time-averaged XUV spectra representing select time delays and depicting the evolution of the O L-edge (40−50 eV), Fe M-
edge (50−60 eV), and Ni M-edge (60−70 eV). (b) Cartoon representation of the electron and hole free carrier (blue) and polaron (green) states
involved after photoexcitation. Distortion of the lattice due to localized carriers causes polaron formation around excited Fe (lattice expansion) and
Ni (lattice compression) Oh sites.
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represent a driving force for spin crossover, leading to low-spin
Ni3+ centers and would be consistent experimental observa-
tions.
Figure 5a shows the time evolution of the experimental

transient spectra measured at 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 2.0, and 4.0 ps time
delays. As described above, the region from 50 to 60 eV
represents the Fe M-edge, and the region between 60 and 70
eV represents the Ni M-edge. Also shown at lower energy
(38−48 eV) is the O L-edge or the core-hole transition from O
2s to O 2p states. Note that no O L-edge signal is observed in
the static-state spectrum because in the ground state of NFO,

O ligands have a −2 charge. This corresponds to a full 2s2 2p6

electron configuration, which precludes a 2s → 2p transition.
However, the appearance of positive absorption at the O L-
edge in the transient spectra can reflect the presence of a hole
in the O 2p valence band as well as increased M−O bond
covalency resulting from electron−phonon coupling following
photoexcitation.
We have already assigned the late time delay spectra (2.0

and 4.0 ps) as a HS Oh Fe
2+/LS Oh Ni

3+ photoexcited state,
resulting from charge transfer and an associated spin transition
leading to LS Oh Ni

3+. We now consider the mechanism for

Figure 6. Pictorial representation of the rate processes in polaron formation whereby photoexcitation from the ground state produces free electrons
and holes that generate optical phonons (1). These then couple to free electrons (2) and hole (3) to form electron and hole polarons, respectively.

Figure 7. Experimental XUV traces corresponding to the different states in electron and hole polaron formation, namely the (a) free electron, (b)
electron polaron, and (c) hole polaron states. The free hole state would likely be derived from the O L-edge signature but is convoluted with hole
polaron formation and is therefore excluded. Amplitude coefficients of these states are then fit to a modified version of the two-temperature model
to determine the rates of (d) electron and (e) hole polaron formation.
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this spin transition. As shown in Figure 5a, at the earliest time
delays (0.1 and 0.3 ps), we observe transient signal only at the
O L-edge and Fe M-edge. This signal indicates a LMCT
excitation where an electron is promoted from the O 2p
valence band to the Fe 3d conduction band of NFO. We find
that the Fe M-edge spectrum changes line shape as a function
of time over the first several hundred femtoseconds. This
change in spectral shape at the Fe M-edge has been studied
previously and is the result of electron polaron formation at
photoexcited Oh Fe

2+ centers.27 On a similar time scale we also
observe an increase in intensity at the O L-edge as well as the
appearance of transient signal at the Ni M-edge, indicating
formation of LS Oh Ni

3+. Both the O L-edge and Ni M-edge
spectral evolution are consistent with formation of a hole
polaron. To explain, a hole polaron involves contraction of
negatively charged O ligands around photoexcited Ni3+, which
occurs as the hot hole thermalizes from O 2p to Ni 3d valence
band states. This increases the crystal field splitting around
Ni3+ favoring a low-spin configuration. It also increases mixing
between Ni 3d and O 2p orbitals, leading to increased
absorption at the O L-edge.
This process of electron and hole polaron formation at Fe2+

and Ni3+ centers, respectively, is schematically depicted in
Figure 5b. From this figure, it can be seen that adjacent Oh Fe
and Oh Ni centers share two O ligands. Expansion of these Fe−
O bonds leads to contraction of the associated Ni−O bonds,
indicating that electron and hole polaron formation in NFO
may proceed along a single, concerted reaction coordinate. To
evaluate this hypothesis, we performed a global fit of the
transient XUV spectra to a kinetic model where photo-
excitation produces a population of free electrons and holes
that rapidly equilibrate with optical phonons with a rate
constant of kop. Following equilibration of free carriers with
optical phonons, electrons couple with phonons to produce
electron polarons with a time constant of kpol(−), and holes
couple with phonons to produce hole polarons with a time
constant of kpol(+). This model is schematically depicted in
Figure 6, and the associated rate equations are provided in the
Supporting Information (section 5). Note that this model does
not differentiate between the formation of multiple distinct
optical phonon modes or whether the carrier−phonon
coupling is strongest for electrons or holes. The reason for
this limitation is that, as reported below, the observed rate
constant for kop is faster than the instrument limited resolution
of these experiments (<50 fs), so it is not possible to
experimentally resolve these details in this study.
To determine time-dependent populations, each transient

spectrum is fit as a linear combination of spectral vectors
representing Ne (free electrons), Npol(−) (electron polarons),
and Npol(+) (hole polarons). In this analysis, Ne is taken as the
initial Fe M-edge spectrum at t = 0 ps, Npol(−) is taken as the
final Fe M-edge spectrum at t > 2 ps, and Npol(+) is taken as the
final Ni M-edge spectrum at t > 2 ps. These spectral vectors are
shown in Figure 7a−c. The O L-edge is not included in this
kinetic analysis because it contains contributions both from hot
holes in the O 2p valence band as well as mixing of the Ni 3d
and O 2p states following polaron formation. Consequently, it
cannot be cleanly mapped to a single state but reflects
contributions of both free holes and hole polarons. Although
no observable provides unambiguous time-dependent pop-
ulation of free holes, we can still fit Ne, Npol(−), and Npol(+) as a
function of time to determine the elementary rate constants
kop, kpol(−), and kpol(+). This analysis does not implicitly assume

a concerted process for electron and hole polaron formation
but instead treats these processes as independent. However, in
the case that the rate constants for electron and hole polaron
formation are identical within error, we hypothesize that
electron and hole polaron formation are likely to proceed along
a single, concerted reaction coordinate.
Results of this kinetic analysis are shown in Figure 7. Figure

7d shows the experimental populations and fits for electron
polaron formation, while Figure 7e shows the experimental
populations and fits for hole polaron formation. The associated
time constants resulting from these fits are summarized in
Table 1. Comparing the rates for electron and hole polaron

formation, we see the time constants for electron (τpol(−) =
0.297 ± 0.10 ps) and hole (τpol(+) = 0.326 ± 0.14 ps) polaron
are nearly identical. From this we conclude that electron and
hole polaron formation appears to be coupled, suggesting that
electron and hole polarons form along a concerted reaction
coordinate due to the shared O ligands within the Oh
sublattice. In these measurements, we do not observe a
transient spectrum of HS Ni; instead, the appearance of signal
at the Ni M-edge evolves directly into the spectrum we have
previously assigned to LS Oh Ni

3+ (see Figures 4 and 5). This
indicates that the rate of intersystem crossing is at least as fast
as hole polaron formation, setting 0.326 ± 0.14 ps as an upper
bound on the time required for spin crossover leading to LS Oh
Ni3+ centers in NFO.
Unfortunately, we cannot conclude from spectral simula-

tions alone whether a spin crossover event occurs on Oh Ni
3+

after electron transfer from Ni 3d to O 2p states or if spin
crossover occurs on O 2p states prior to electron transfer.
However, the observed rate closely follows the bond length
changes resulting from polaron formation, indicating that this
process is driven by nuclear motion. This observation suggests
that contraction of the Ni−O bond, which increases the crystal
field splitting between Ni eg and t2g orbitals, represents the
likely driving force for spin crossover. From this we
hypothesize that a spin-state transition occurs on Oh Ni

3+ as
a result of hole polaron formation; however, we cannot exclude
the possibility of spin crossover on O 2p states followed by a
spin-allowed electron transfer, which would also result in the
experimentally observed LS Oh Ni

3+
final state. Additionally, it

is possible that spin crossover occurs on Oh Ni
2+. Because a

transition to a LS (S = 0) Oh Ni
2+ state would not change the

occupancy of either the eg or t2g orbitals, this intermediate
would be XUV dark. While we cannot exclude this
intermediate from spectral simulations alone, the kinetic
analysis indicates this pathway is less probable. To explain,
we observe that formation of the Oh LS Ni3+ final state is
correlated in time with small polaron formation, suggesting
that the spin-state transition is coupled to the lattice distortion.
In contrast to Ni3+, spin crossover on Oh Ni

2+ experiences no
occupancy change in either the eg or t2g orbitals, so formation
of this ligand field excited state would be relatively decoupled

Table 1. Measured Rates and Associated Time Constants for
Optical Phonon Scattering, Electron Polaron Formation,
and Hole Polaron Formation

rate constant (ps−1) time constant (ps)

optical phonon 180.8 ± 3040 0.006 ± 0.093
electron polaron 3.37 ± 1.17 0.297 ± 0.103
hole polaron 3.07 ± 1.36 0.326 ± 0.145
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from the nuclear motion. Consequently, while spectral
simulations cannot exclude the presence of a Oh LS Ni2+

intermediate, we consider the pathway involving spin crossover
Oh Ni

3+ is more probable.
With this in mind, we construct a picture of what occurs in

photoexcited NFO thin films and assign the evolution of the
spectra to elementary processes. Initially after photoexcitation,
electron from O 2p orbitals are excited into Oh Fe 3d states.
This changes the electrostatic attraction between photo-
reduced Fe and the nearby O ligands, causing the Fe−O
bond length to increase. This distortion of the lattice generates
phonons which couple to the excited free carriers to form
electron polarons as the electron becomes localized and
trapped at the Fe metal centers, while the hole density is
initially distributed among the bonded O ligands. Expansion of
the Fe−O bond correlates with contraction of the Ni−O bond
within an Oh subunit. Consequently, as holes from the O 2p
valence band states thermalize to Ni 3d states at the valence
band maximum, they experience increased crystal field splitting
leading to the formation of a LS Oh Ni

3+ state. A schematic of
this process showing photoinduced charge transfer, electron
and hole polaron formation, and spin-state transition is shown
in Figure 8. While we cannot directly determine the rate of
spin crossover, we can safely conclude that this rate is
significantly faster than the measured time constant for hole
polaron formation (0.326 ± 0.14 ps) as we never observe a
transient spectrum of a HS Ni3+ intermediate.

■ CONCLUSION

We present here an investigation of the charge and spin
dynamics in NFO thin films after photoexcitation using XUV-
RA measurements, which provides element specific resolution
of oxidation state, spin state, and coordination geometry
during ultrafast optical switching. These NFO films possess a
mixed spinel phase, which allows 12 possible charge transfer
excitation pathways upon photoexcitation with 400 nm light.
To determine the actual nature of the photoexcited state, we
compare ligand-field multiplet simulations to experimental
XUV spectra and determine that these films relax into a
MMCT state whereby Oh Fe sites are reduced and Oh Ni sites
are oxidized. Considering the possible spin configurations for
photoexcited Oh Fe2+ and Oh Ni3+ shows that a spin-state
transition forms a LS Oh Ni

3+ state. Kinetic analysis reveals that
this transition proceeds through a Oh Fe2+ LMCT
intermediate, followed by fast electron and hole polaron

formation, where the hole thermalizes from O 2p to Ni 3d
valence band states. A spin crossover event leads to a LS Oh
Ni3+ final state within 0.326 ± 0.14 ps. This study not only
provides important mechanistic insights into the fundamental
processes that mediate ultrafast optical spin switching, but also
highlights the capability of XUV spectroscopy to elucidate
these dynamics in complex magnetic materials with unprece-
dented site-specific resolution revealing the real-time evolution
of charge and spin states on individual atoms.
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Figure 8. Schematic diagram depicting the process of spin crossover in NFO thin films. An initial LMCT state induces electron polaron formation
around excited Oh Fe sites and delocalizes hole density around surrounding O ligands. The resulting lattice distortion compresses the Ni−O bonds
of shared O atoms, increasing the crystal field splitting for Ni sites and decreasing it for Fe sites. Hole density then localizes to the compressed Oh
Ni atom, further reducing the Ni−O bond length and forming hole polarons. The increased crystal field splitting stabilizes the LS configuration and
causes excited Ni atoms to spin flip from their initial HS state.
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